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W. 7',The first original division of labour, was between male and female;
 women_possessed_a uterus, men didn't. From that simple biological di—»
vision grew an all encompassing ideology of female inferiority and its~
"natural" antithesis, malesuperiority; megmhavearepressed, oppressedr
and subjugated women togthe deification 6f the male ego since pro-gist;
oricaiitimes.i _, ,
"res “For a man...is the image and glory of God, but the woman is the.
glory of the man. For the man is not of the woman, but the woman of -
the mah, neither was the man created for the woman, but the woman for
the man.": (I.Cor.II) _. —
 ‘= All living creatures share the instinct to survivie, reproduction
in all complex animals depends on the half that possesses the uterus.
To insure the survival of she species, during gestation the female L
needs protection and help, this was most important in primitive soci+
ety." Because the female is biologically equipped to bear and suckle
her new born, the second division of labour followed "naturally." The
men of the tribe being in a better position to seek for the require-
ments necessary to the continued existence of the whole tribe. The -
tribe was the family and“he children were part of the whole tribe,
the only certain relationship was between mother and child, all men
were father. Though there were no sexual repressions or possession of
women, the tribal leaders were men. Men were the hunters. Organised
hunting needs leaders to be successful, and the tribe d8p€Hd8d_OH the
success of the hunt; food gathering was not sufficient to sustain a
growing populetion. A . e

Hunting was eventually replaced by domestication of animals and
food gathering had given way to cultivation. .Tn this period before
the "dawn of civilization," there was the discovery of iron and the
invention of the plough and sword, the first producing a relative
abundance of food and the second a more efficient method of fighting
over that abundance. The original division of labour now placed
power over the whole community firmly in the hands of men. Whereas
previously all things had been held in common by the tribe, with the
ability to produce more food, the ever increasing population, travel
and new discoveries, came private property, trading and new markets,
so came the privatization of the patriarchal family. The need for man
to be sure his son wgs genetically his son, necessitated the re- _
pression of female sexuality, by making her a prisoner and by social-
izing her from birth - the use of a double standard morality ~ to ex-
cept her slavery and acquiesce to her inferior status. This social-
 ization process has been openly practised for'many centuries, until
the suffragette movement caused it to become obscured under an equali-
tarian veneers The ideology remains noneconscious.  

oq1g_i_p__Aw__u;___;DsoL Y N I_1‘1_1.?.Us IAL an: IN. . A
  Prior to the Industrial revolution in Britain, life was exceed-
ingly hard for all but the aristocrasy; small farms had grown up a+
round domestic industry. Large families lived in two roomed dwellings, w
working from dawn and by candle-light well into the night, often in ‘
damp and poluted atmospheres at looms or anvils, to scrape enough
money to buy their meagre diet. The whole family Worked, children as
soon es they could stand.

pi "Much of the success of the domestic worker depended on the
“  fact that he could control a cheap labour supply in his wife

_ and children or apprentices. This laid the work of wife and
F“ children open to considerable sweating and very long hours

were worked" L.O.A. Knowles ‘Industrial and Commercial
““ _~ ~ i  cRevolutions.'
Cftcn in rural areas the woman and children worked this way, while, _ 
the men tended the fields of the feudal lords. it

&fT'Theindustrial revolution changed the place of work to the fact-f
_ cries and coalmines. However this meant working women and children -

were (technically) no longer slaves to their men, but to an employer,
(also menx and economically independent, but for the women of the 'v
aristocradh and rising middle class, it menas the separation of the ,
”~~="~ business from the home end established it firly as the man's
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prerogative. "The wife and mother, no longer intimately involved in
the business ‘undertaking’, was confined to domestic life and, with
domestic servants, hacame more and more of a functionless member of
the household — one ornament amongst others ihithefifihttern of con-
spicuous consumption - totally subjected to the authority of her hus-
band,_,She_had, with slight qualifications, no rights to property, edu-
capion; or occupation." ,R. Fletcher ‘The family and marriage in 
BritainY.f .fl .,_I'.‘ . - - =

_'|_f ‘_ _._'_'__'- -._ ', I '- . .__ | ' -‘

e The middle classes were quick to ape the attitudes of the ruling
classes to their women.v The education these ladies received was one
that befitted ladies of their position and enhanced the impression of
idle, silly,-gossiping women of ‘Pride and Prejudice’ fame. "With her
isolation from the business the woman lost touch with affairs, her life
became narrowed, if less strenuous, when the children went to a board-
ing schoolfhto finish‘ or grew up, she was often condemned to a tea-
drinking,”*fahcy work‘, district visiting existence after a few
crowded yearsfof child gggglgg." L.O,A. Knowles ibid.
For rearing, read bearing as often even this job was performed by a
nanny. (another woman.) r * -it |

The conditions under which the working class lived was not con-
sidered amiss by the Upp€P class. However, it is easy to imagine that
the Victorian reformers, when investigating these conditions were horri-
fied by the contrast between working class women and children and that
of their own. This seems to have offended their morality far greater
than the over all appaling living and working conditions also suffered
by the men, hence women and children under nine, were no longer to be
employed in the mines - {Where women pulled carts loaded with coal on
their hands and feet through tiny passages not high enough to stand up
in. This caused serious deformities to the pelvic girdle and rendered
child bearing an agonising and dangerous procedure.) Confinement meant
loss of work, ten or twelve days after. Babies were pacified with a
mixture of opium often killing them, though many were miscarried, still
born or died shortly after birth anyway, also the squalid, unsanitory
conditions claimed the liven of many mothers.) .i1 .

pwomenis and childrenis hours of employment were out by the Ten
Hour Act, 1850 and 1855, Although this took a great burden off  
women's backs, once again it made them economically dependent on men, T
and loaded the financial burden more heavily on the man's wage packet.
Women and childrenis labour power was now worth less. This is not to
say, that althoughTwQrkingrclass-women, worked as long and hard as
men, that theymwere in~anyway equal to men, far from it; legally they
had no rights.1 These women did little housework or cooking, the
staple diet being bread and pOtatCeS.i ".r1§i‘ c

  The morals of the workers were considered very low by the ruling
class, who of course set the moral standards.f Marriage was rarely
institutionalized, the home being used only for sleeping and eating.
"Family life" was non-existent. The strain of supporting a family 
often led to the man deserting wife and children, though due to the
overcrowded living conditions, and his total "immasculation" by the
ruling class, he could not enforce strict monogomy on his wife, so any,
children need not genetically be his. It was only the upper class i
women who were sooialised to believe that sanctified sex was only for
procreation and not for women's enjoyment. lSexual repression belonged
to the ruling class and like the incest taboo was vigorously enforced.
In the ever crowded conditions that prevailed amongst the working f
class, incest too was unavoidable, when so many children by necessity
slept in the same bed. T M‘ - _

The nineteenth century reformers, While removing women and child-
ren from the hard labour market to which they were accustomed, and 
which provided them at least with a certain measure of economic inde-
pendence, officially stamped women as the weaker of the sex and set
the standard for the socialization of women and children, still present
to this day. Quite fortuitously for the ruling class, albeit accident-
ally, this divided the working class by isolating half from the point
of production to the home, where later they proved to be, lacking any
solidarity such as that in unions, and with butgfew exceptions, highly.
vulnerable to manipulation as*consumers~andgstrike_breakers.i v.1’   
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El)UQATION*AND THE WOMAN'S PLACE. p  _  -
The reforms of the latter C19 were not passed as humanitarian -

acts on the part of the ruling class, the decreasing empire and the
industrial progress of other countries, necessitated more efficient y
machinery and a more effective work force, in order to remain competa-
tive in a growing world market. Improved production methods required
skilled workers. .As early as 1807, Earl Stanhope in-a speech to the,
House ofHLords"said:  no -l

"...in a manufacturing country, when so much of excellence in our
productions depended onea clear understanding and some degree of

i mathematical and mechanical knowledge, which it is impossible to
attain Without first receiving the rudiments and foundations (the
three R's), the superiority of workmen with some education, over
those who had none, must be sensibly felt by all the great manu-
facturers in the country." G. Sergeant (Text Book of Socio1ogy.)~

Universal elementary education did not come into being until the late
C19» when by this time the economic threat from abroad had grown - .
(Forster Education Act 1870 though not fully implemented till 1880.)
Rapid improvements in industry not only required skilled workers, but
healthier workers too, and of course women were best suited to service
the working class, already conveniently less valuable as workers (ten
hour Act).w o_ . i i V
"Woman's place is in the home": To organise and manage a comfortable
home for her family, bearing and rearing children like a good mother a
should. ~This was the lot of the Victorian woman, endless reproduction
ended by early death, average life expectancy 45 years. Having estab-
lished a weman's place in the home, the first world war demanded she
came out again. In the factory they were now expected to do men's*
jobs that previously they had been deemed unfit for, but their emanci-
pation was short lived.  Men returning from war wanted their role back
and women were persuaded back to the home, but the discontent symbol—  
ised in the suffragette movement had grown culminating in universal v
suffrage for women in 1928.
 The second world war, for women, was a repeat performance of the
first, this time however it was not such an easy task to persuade.
women that their place was in the home, it had to be made to seem im-
portant. "T  ,  ~ T

\

THE GLORIFICATION OF MOTHERHOOD. ' T b,  
‘~  To aseistithe state by providing healthier workers and (previously
working classnéhildren had grown up, as children will - without assist-
ance), to rear children in conjunction with state schools to be ‘use-
ful’ workers. TSociologists, psychologists, doctors, social workers,
the media etc. bombarded women with surveys, research, pictures of the
"ideal" mother and nystified them into believing that mother hood is
the highest achievement and the absolute fulfilment of her life's T T
expectancy. U ,e  

"That a child needs its mother, and, deprived of her constant and
exclusive care and attention, the child will suffer unmentionable
difficulties and will probably turn out to be a delinquent." ‘The Myth
of Motherhood‘ Spokesman Pamphlet No.21; the author Lee Comer quotes
from who she sees as the "arch perpetrator" of these ideas Dr. John -
Bowlby;- r ~ T ‘ i T e . i .

"It appears that there is a very strong case indeed for believing‘
that prolonged separation of a child from its mother (or mother sub-
stitute) during the first_five years-of life, stands foremost among
the causes of delinquent character development and persistent mis-
behaviour." Bowlby l947. and   .. .

T "What is believed to be essential for mental health is that the
infant and young child should experience a warm, intimate and continu-i
ous relationship with his mother (or permanent mother substitute) in
which both find satisfaction and enjoyment.". 1952 .
Not miraculously at the age of five maternal deprivation, when the-
mother compelled by law, hands her child over to the state, is no _
longer a cause for concern. Note also the emphasis on mother or perm-
anent mother substitute, what about paternal deprivation, Daddy is  
seen only in terms ofecomomic support. ,As it is in the economic
interests of the establishment to keep women isolated in the home, so
it is to keep the father alienated at work, his role is to "participate



in parenthood. Alas there is no doubt that women embrace this myth
of motherhood and base their lives on being the only essential ingredi-
ent in their child's life, believing the mother/child relationship of
supreme importance, magnified by somen's magazines into conventional
wisdom. *
"Thus we arrive at this supposedly self-evident truth; a child needs
its mother and by implication, a mother needs her child." Lee Comer,
ibid.  
Let alone the damaging effectihis myth has on the woman herself, what.
of the effects on a child who suffers from maternal overprotection?
It is obvious that any movement that sets out to liberate women, must
also liberate children. H
THE BIOLOGIQggUM§§fi.

There is absolutely no biological connection between the bearing
of children and the rearing of children. Even the suckling of babies
from the breast has gone out of fashion. A man is equally able and
equipped (as no special equipment is necessary), to provide a baby/
child with the all it requires. Despite this fact thejob of rearing
falls exclusively on the female. Though this division of labour was
necessary to the survival of the tribe in early society, it is no
longer true of today in the sense of survival. Ghild“rearing has be-
come synonymous withfhousework (shitwork) and although economically“ -
and logically it is not essentially woman‘s work, it has been made so,
morally and personally and as she is trained to this_dead end job from
birth she's encouraged to feel guilt and shame should she not reach
the "Woman's Own" standard in Housewifery.
"One is not born, but rather becomes a woman. No biological, psycho-
logical, or economic fate determines the figure that the human female
presents in society; it is civilization as a whole that produces this
creature." Simon de Beaviour ‘The Seeond Sex.’  M . ON ,
sooLwLItsT1;_,__.  _.

It is not unusual for would be parents to express the desire to
have a son first born, then a girl. A son to carry on the patriarchal
lineage, a son to protect his young sister at shoool, a son to take
care of his mother, while faiher?s away, a stand in for head of the
household, a son and heir." When she grows up he be a doctor,
scientist, politician, When she grows up sheill ~ a housewife,
mother, possibly a beauty queen, fif course, when he grows up, unless
born of middleclass parentage,_he won‘t be a doctor~or even a space-*
man, he'll stay around the train driwer mark. But no matter what her
class her future's likely to remain the same. Her toys, dolls, prams,
cookers, sewing machines, his building bricks, moccano sets, chemistry
sets, cars, airfix. Jlh the first five years of a girlis life she's
constantly exposed to her worst enemy- her mother, who likewise had
suffered. Whereas the girl's "upbringing" remains in the mother's i
hands, boys “upbringing” is taken OVGT by father from the age when
daddy takes him into the toilet to show him how men do it. So the
boy transcends from the narrow world of home, represented by his
mother, to the more wondrous and exciting world outside, represented
by his father. The girl is encouraged to follow her mother; any
attempt to immitate "masculinity" (freedom) is frowned upenp sooner Or
later (as with tomboys). She submits to passivity. She will help
mother about the house, for real, while her brother is out playing
football with his mates. Her play area the safety of the back garden,
the world outside is full of madman, who will rape, assault and murder
her, she needs protection. Even when the mother is aware of her own
sex role training and determined her daughter should be given equal “

crsl O|_._I

opportunites, the insidious nature of sexism is all prevailing in thej'
rest of the non-conscious society. The books she reads - whileJohn E
climbs the apple tree, Janet watches admiringly from the ground,
Cinderella, Snowwhitc and the Sleeping Beauty all wait Pet}€n§l¥ for
their male liberators. Girls comics elaborate on this fairytale theme
and television is a whole sexist world of its own. Little_glrls,_
while helping mummy in the kitchen, learn what washinE’UP llquld 15-
best for their hands, while the champion dirt col1eetQT$ are beyet
Those are mild compared to the manikin/St.3runo yarieiy of sexplolt“
otion, and that's just the adverts; what of the cowboys, spacemen,
policemen, detectives, spys, high powered business men; women are only
incidental to the plot and all, series after series, screw their way
through a whole bevy of beauties -c tne,l.o*¢ei them and leave them policy
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Women don't make gond herbs. ,-,*»i*f*“fl@->§l?;; v 4 ,, p
,;schoolqhelps to‘enforce this pattern of role training. "While boys

,do,woodwomk,pmetalwork; physics and chemistry, girls do housecraft,
needlework and biology. "The teachers themselves did not escape this
eooiaiization process; while the boys early training will suit him to
his life time role.of.wage slave, a girl's training is required, in
practise for a few brief years. The rest of her life she too has to
fit into the role of wage slave, but for this end she has received no
training and not without reason. Somebody has to do the shitwork and
human labour is still cheaper than cybernetics in capitalism. iBecause
she is an unskilled worker her earning power is limited - excuse -
women.are unreliable workers, always having babies etc. It is the cap-
italist mode of production that directly influences the socialization
of women to motherhood (reproduction of labour force), domestic slavery
(servicing the workers) and menial employment (necessary to the running
of capitalism). Previous to capitalist society, the privatisation of,
women along with all material objects had already effectively it
"naturalised" the myth of female inferiority. Revolution that abolishes
private property and puts an end to production for profit is the only-"
way for women and men to achieve economic liberation, then role—sociali-
zation will have no further use. It is not the W.L.M. that is politi-
cally devisive but those men who refuse to admit the-Validity of ”  .
women's oppression and make no attempt to eliminate sexism in them-
selves. Wepggllsonélfisrlalllmenlifl~e@-$hQMfiHQmXlsilsllWOW?“ as lens  
as fiheXx£§§a1n unconsciogs;9£Mthelnatu£erofleexism in setter, there "
 calx--ono libera”f“”"or"" women without socialist revolution;-anQ;no_*

W nMhQMWWMMWHM_MLiQn_£;““_“t“wUmesés—liberaH I if Ispgialist revolution withou MpLggw;Mwp;,p%yttonT” Cinderella will new
be liberating hePS0TTT"“”€fiP"‘i 1; w " 1"e“ -
"Women"s liberation isnit really a political movement,", MEANING: ithei
revolution is coming too close to home. ALSO MEANING: I am only inter-
osted in how Iiam oppressed, not how I oppress others." Pat Mainardi
‘Tho Politics of Housework’ (A Woman's Work is Never Done). ,»,0¢ < :
A FEW FAOTS~ 2 " 0-”) I  fi   ,
10% of women working in Britain early less than 25p per hour.) 36%,; M
of women manual workers earn less than 25p per hour." 40% of men earn“ j
less than 55p per hour, but 83% of women earn less than 55p per hour. 

\
r. -.-- -96.i% of women earn less than £1.00 per hour. Mon outnumber women by, _,

20:1 in the £2,000 - £5,000 income bracket and 50:1 at higher*levels." "
Only lYin 1,000 British engineers is a woman. Only 15% of-practising it
doctors are women.~ British medical schools restrict their intake of ' *
women to about 15% - regardless of qualifications and the desperate' f
need for more doctors. j0nly 23% of places at all universities are takenn
by women. i0nly Ida of places at Oxford and Cambridge are granted to  i-"
women. "etc. etc» etct 2 0 v 0 . ' ‘ ‘" ‘ n*‘ ai"‘ '

' - .'. .
. 0WOMEN'S LIBERATION vvogxsapir - THE cnour.    '_ ,,

 The workshop is a federation of small groups; each formed by women=
from the same area,g The group is autonomous and is free to participate.
in any activity as-a group or as individuals. (The group is leaderless,
structureless, without rules and regulations, other than those agreed  
on by the participants, none-competitive and democratic relationships I _
are free to flourish in this environment. What has brought these women
together, is their growing frustration with their inferior status. The‘.
mode of socialization that has repressed them, from the earliest divi- y
sions of labour, enforced by the arrival of private property. Alone,
this repression renders them inadequate to fight against the cause of
their frustration. In the group they share a common experience; no  
longer in isolation women are able to understand their specific oppres-
sion and direct their energies through the strength of understanding
and solidarity, to making revolutionary change.HW iy . q ;,,l.--
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISINQ - The purpose of a small group is through sharing .
our experience, Both psychological andphysical as women, each person
will reach a state of awareness of herself, as an equal individual and
of the multi-faceted nature of her - economic exploitation + sexual  
repression = Total oppression. From the point of conscious awareness
we are able to analyse the causes of_our opporession, empirically; not
vague theories that "experts" would have us believe. With our own
political analysis we are ready to plan for action - economic, social
and sexual revolution. ,
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WHY NO MEN - no man can ever know what it is like to be_a woman and
vice versa. IMen cannot experience the frustration of being the "second
sex"; in a patriarchal society the male is socialized to be se1f—reli-
ant,independent, his ego developed often at the expense of women's,f l
the world is his, he leads, dominates, is;aggressive. While women are
trained tp be dependant, follow passively, submit, the home the limits.
of her world, bearing children the only creativity expected from her.
They are destined to live vicariously through relations with men and
childrep., To allow men into groups would lead to better equipped men
duplicating this process. Keeping men out is~a necessary defensive t
measure and in-the present circumstances one that women need not be
ashamed of. jwomen want to control their own lives, make their own '
decisions and participate in feminist activities without the help or'
hindrance of men.u It is unfortunate that men should feel threatened by
such activity, especially thosewho call themselves socialists, for what
is under attack, the domination of one sex by another, the sex roles
that enhance the polarity, the patriarchal family that represses all
its members, the family, and its economic roots that creates and re-
creates the sex dichotomy., This fear must be seen as the desire of the
doinant to remain dominant and of course they do.’ The ruling class
was able to appease the first feminist movement by giving them the vote-
and reforming the laws, this being accomplished all was forgotten, but
appeasement is short lived, the movement has risen, stronger and wiser
than the last, the ruling class is a ain under_th2e&La§rom]a movement
that seeks ta snake pit S} roots; t'F?'fe H_-,a.n§;

L%§Q§E_2UtS across all see” The first few years of the W.L.M. was'”,p»gcIas,J_.E , h _    ,
accompEEiedlby”an”avalandhe”of anti-propoganda by the media,naking “
mockery ~ on the one hand it was full of lesbians, on the other liber-
ated lays, or the bra-burning, saggy titted variety for puerile minds.
Women are used to such inane jokes - the wife and mother-in-law.are  
popular targets’as are other oppressed groups - blacks, jews 8Hd~IPiSh“1
among them. The dominant class hands down to the rest of society (as
it handed down its idealogy of women's place), its fear of an ideology
turning sour.o So men feel threatened by a movement that excludes them.
Women have had to accept a double standard in_this respect without a +
murmer. »Ncthihg is more_exclusive than the sanctioned, all boy's to-
gether, boys will be boys + such clannishness has become so acceptable
that it wcuia appear to be a lwa of nature, _The rich men's smoking. "
clubs, old boys network, Freemasons, strip clubs, Rugby clubs, football
clubs, stag parties and a night out with the boys; nobody throws up
their*hands_in horror at these exclusive male activities;- Of course 
women can be members ofia football club, though they.don't participate
except in services, making the sandwiches, washing the teams shirts;or;,
alternatively, stripping to be watched. xWho,fearsQthe"W}V.S. and W.I.
where bored housewives can be do-gooders or excel at.womenfs work, i
cooking, embroidery etc., In comparison to these the'W.L4M; is a threat,
one that must be taken seriously by rulers and revolutionaries alike..
Labelling the movement Silly or unimportant only increases the anger.
Once again the ruling class is forced to use appeasement tactics. This
is emphasised by the sudden success in getting the anti~discrtmination_
Bill through Parliament (the ruling classes public front)., iil_i" V

THE FOUR DEMAEQ§ - the W.N.0.0. put forward these demands in 1971, I
though no conference decision was made on why or how they should be i-
plemented. “The November 72 conference showed a feeling that these de-- 
mands were inadequate, was there in fact any point in demanding re- , 
forms frmn the State, would such action only hinder revolution, women's§
suffrage was the cause of the first movement resting on its laurels.  ‘
Let's take a look at these demands. s r x “ _, [ i . , ,

. 1 ____..
, .(1) 'Free5g4 Hour Child Oarg - notice that the words are childsarefland

not nurseries, ~Why should women be expected to give up these jobs in-
order to rear a family rather than men - women generally have inferior
jobs, less pay, are socialized to see child rearing/home making as
their job,,does a feminist rea, .¢~ =,a,,<-ax kids '.a:,state=run-I
nursery,:wh 

"‘ sing c _ -' .-P: " an only bie
gstablisfied -xi “in it ,Q_aplt-8.liSm G8._1'1I'_101J ,OIff'..8.I',; P91"-, ‘
haps this accounts for the lack of action on this demand.
(2) Egual Pay Now - the equal pay act comes into effect in 1975, what



will it,mean, that "women's work" will be re-classified in a way that
empleyersgwillpbe able to go on with unequal pay for "unequal5work".
As a socialist”I realise that unions (though not revolutionary move-
ments) are needed by the working class to protect their interests,
against the capitalists, by§organising°demands for higher pay. Like-
wise,the need for the lowest paid groups of workers, i.e. women, to
organise for equal-pay - why should some slaves be expected to sell
their labour for less than others. /ln effect women are asking for the
repeal of the C19 reforms that removed them from the hard labourwmar-
ket, automation should and could remove everyone from hard labour_; An
equal pay Act that worked could cause women to suffer mass unemploy-
ment. Why employ women who take time off for maternity and to nurse
hubby's cold, for the same price you can buy hubby. Themgpiggifigzmust
be, why, what and who are we working for? “o ;ac~'aQ

:?3T::E§taT=scasaFi6E’analJ@bopportunity - As a kid I wanted to be a
forensic scientist. I'm not, why not? The socialization process
starts in the home, when girls are given dolls and boys meccano sets.
The school acts as an enforcement agent on these already established
sex roles.i Education is a process that trains us further into the
acceptances of authority; already part of the family structure, it re-
presses all natural creativity, originality, individuality of children
and encourages competitiveness, conformity with the social norms and
moves, in order that all square pegs ShOUld fit into round holes, that
await them in the endless adult life of work routine and boredom, with-
out questioning the point of such an existence, Capitalism is a
society which survives on the alienation of the individual, be it in
factories, women in homes, children in schools, sick in hospitals, the
aged in institutions, etc. The breakdown of our alienation can only
be achieved through revolution. The AMDI Bill should be seen for what
it is - an attempt to appease)”, -@~""'""‘*"'""""“"‘-e,- in p M

(4§ Free Gontrace*tion and Abortion on Demand - An active campaign4 p - ,
has been built round this demand.  This is 655 demand that women must
at present make of the government. as we can't make contraceptive
gadgets ourselves, the only free method of birth control open to women
is abstention or homo-sexuality. Though it seems fairly likely that
free contraception will become available to all women, as a necessary
step forward halting the “population explosion" and as the latest
figures of births showed a rise in the rate of "illegitimate" births
since the change in the abortion laws. Contraception is infinitely
better than abortion, yet many women still die from trying to abort
themselves. It is a woman's right to decide whether or not she shall
have a child, no man, or government should have the power to interfere
with that right. y t4

 The four demands should not be confused with the real struggle,
though any woman who has the energy and is not mystified by such
diversions should be supported. The revolution isn't tomorrow; if
life can be made economically easier today why wait? Never the less 
if" .—_- .-~ -== W e granted tomorrow, the sex role di§,,lomyrwould 
still remain; nothing shoes =  = . ’ ~'  s gewthis.
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The Power-i <~ f *~!.::sl_....._eI1 efsl>.v.;sne.iQal.s  i'~ms._Q9aanai.’n__22_-» 2 -
The Falling Wall Press Ltd,, 79, Richmond Road, Montpelier,
Bristol, BS6 SEP. _

This pamphlet contains two essays, the first by Nariarosa Dalla
Costa was written in 1972 and is a product of the new womens',
movement in Italy, The second was written by Selma James in
1952 and was an attempt to describe some of the everyday life
of American women in yapidly changing circumstances. It is
the sort of stuff that forms the regular material of such
magazines as §hpsw and fipapsflgibu in this country today.
Mariorasa‘s essay is far more analytical dealing specifically
with woman's rode as housewife and with tho particular form
that won moi exploitation and oppression takes under capital-
ism. .By re~emphasising the social nattre of capitalist
exploitation she shows how women are_e;ploited as an integral
part of the working class, This is important since many lest-
wing and radical groups though they have eventually recognised.
the women‘s lib movement as important, still see it as second-
ary to the Vreal“ or "primary" movement_of “workers” in
industry, “omen, these people argue, have tended to be a drag
on the militancy of their husbands and boyfriends so a bit of
Wamens Lib might be useful, The mcvpment anl its aims are not
seen as valuable in their own right, as Mariarosa puts it:-

o'o“"As long as housewives are considered external to‘
pithe class, " V the_class struggle at every “M
‘ it moment and any point is impeded frustrated .
sand unable to find full scope for its action."

-

- - -- '.

- u

. . _v ' 1

Mariarosa pinpoints numerous contradictions botwoon the reality
» - . - ,

and ideals of capitalism, for instance, of the homosexuality
of the"diwision of labour:- f

l'"9apital, while it elevates heterosexnolity to a
ireligion, at the sane time in practice makes it
impossible for men and women to be in touch withl
peach other physically or emotionally -~ it under-
fmines heterosexuality except as a sexual, economic

,, ,  ,and social discipline," 1 y i
I

- .

The arguments put forward are equally important in dealing
with the misleading, if undcrstandahle, views of many Radical
Feminists who would dismiss any united attack on the capitalist
system as a diversion of the Wonens Movement,

\ .
I K.

Mariarosa describes how women could only get a measure of ind-
ependence and social involvement till recently by
working for an employer like their husbands, but suggests that,
"The advent of the womens movement is a rejection of this
alternative", and that women must more and more reject the myth
of liberation throughcworh, The work of a factory may well
be as boring as housework but it will continue to provide many
women with an important social lever via the pay packet. I
can see no third alternative that the movement itself could
offer to mogp women, Total liberation can_only be achieved in
a wageless society, - -

- ‘U .

Mike Ballard, January 1975.
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SOLIDARITY1THE MARKET AND MARX V _

IN 1960 a group of ex-trotskyists calling themselves "Socialism Re-affirmed" began
to publish a journal called Agitator,changed after a few issues to Solidarity.
Solidarity modelled itself on another group of exetrotskyists in France running a
journal Socialisme ou Barbarie. In 1961 Solidarity,Socialisme ou Barbarie and
similar groups in Belgium and Italy published a joint manifesto entitled ‘Socialism
or Barbarism'. Q t~ » ;  e

This represented a considerable advance beyond orthodox Trotskyism. The concept of
‘socialism’ being established by a vanguard party mobilising the masses during an '
economic crisis was abandoned. Instead,declared the manifesto,it "will only be
achieved through the autonomous and self-conscious activity of the working masses".
Capitalism was said to have acquired the ability to iron out slumps and booms and
to ensure a slow but steady rise in living standards. So,in this view,the basic
contradiction of capitalism was no longer economic,but was between order-givers
and order-takers. The bureaucrats who managed capitalism were always trying to
reduce the workers to cogs,to treat them as objects,but the workers were always
resisting this. Out of this struggle,said the manifesto,‘socialist‘consciousness‘
would arise in the form ofia demand for "workers‘ management of production".

In fact this was how Solidarity(and the others) defined ‘socialism‘. In one sense’
they had gone beyond Trotskyism which saw 'socialism‘ as the management of
production by a ‘workers state',i.e. a State controlled by a vanguard party~
purporting to represent the working class. But in another sense they had not. For
‘socialism‘ was still considered as an era of ‘workers power‘ between capitalism
and 0ommunism,as a ‘transitional society‘ in which money;wages,prices.etc would
continue to exist: '

"All revenue derived from the exploitation of labour will be abolished.
There will be equality of wages and pensions until it proves feasible

V to abolish money"(paragraph 27). T
This idea of 'equal wages‘ can be found in Lenin's State and Revolution and in
fact Solidarity‘s concept of ‘socialism’ is taken from this pamphlet of Lenin's.
The main difference being that ‘workers power‘ was defined in terms of the
government being controlled by a central assembly of factory-based Workers
Councils rather than by a vanguard party. p 1 1 y

At one time Solidarity never hesitated to say that by ‘workers power‘(which is
still the subetitle of their journal) they meant "a Workers‘ Council Government",
the phrase used in the 1961 introduction to the ‘Socialism or Barbarism‘ manifesto.
In the 1969 introduction,however,this was changed to "the rule of the Workers‘
Councils",reflecting the anarchist influence which Solidarity had in the meantime
come under. Dropping the claim to stand for some kind of government did
represent an advance in Solidarity‘s thinking. ‘Workers power‘ was now re-defined
to mean,in the words of a basic policy statement As We See It issued in l96?,the
"democratisation of society down to its very roots". Not that this made its
conception of 'socialism‘ any clearer. when in 1972 this statement was amplified
in a pamphlet As We Don't See It readers were referred for more details of
So1idarity‘s idea of ‘socialism’ to another Solidarity pamphlet issued earlier

. ‘ I

that year called .i ‘ The workers Councils _
This pamphlet is an edited translation of an article which originally appeared in
issue No. 22 of Socialisme ou Barbarie in 1957 under the title "Sur le Contenu du
Socialisme9(On the Content of Socialism). It is in fact a blue-print for ‘workers
self-management‘ of a market economy. Cardan(alias Chaulieu) who wrote the article
is clearly in the same tradition of so-called ‘market socialism‘ as Tito,Liberman,
Ota $ik,etc in East Europe,the main difference being that he wants such an
economy to be controlled by Workers Councils while they want it controlled by a
bureaucratic State(maybe in conjunction with ‘workers councils‘). L
Nobody who has read the original article can deny that Cardan was an advocate of
so-called 'market socialism‘. Solidarity themselves clearly found this
embarrassing because they have edited out its more crude manifestations. In their
introduction they apologise: I S e

is  "Some will see the text as a major contribution to the perpetuation
of wage slavery --because it still talks of ‘wages‘ and doesn't call
for the immediate abolition of ‘money’ (although clearly defining the

_ I radically different meanings these terms will acquire in the early
stages of a self-managed society)"(p.#). T M p

and,again,in a footnote: a V  a 1 ‘" ¢ S
"All the preceding talk of ‘wages‘,‘prices‘ and ‘the market‘ will,for
instance,undoubtedly have startled a certain group of readers. We



...2_
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would ask them momentarily to curb their emotionafi responses and
to try to think rationally with us on the matter"(p.56).

But Cardan did not speak only of ‘wages‘,‘prices‘ and ‘the market‘. He also spoke
of ‘profitability’(rentabilite) and ‘rate of interest‘(‘taux d‘interet‘). This was
evidentally too much even for Solidarity‘s curbed emotion since these words
nowhere appear in their edited translation.

It is very revealing to give some examples of the way Solidarity has toned down
the ‘market socialism‘ aspects of bardan‘s original article:

Original Solidarity‘s version

shops.selling to consumers stores,distributing to
(magazine de vente aux consumateurs); ‘consumers(p.2fi)§,1. .. .-- \ ~-.~.- ' - -4" "

»- . .

The market for consumer goods consumer goods(heading,p.35)
FCle'marche des biens de consommation) ' I »

. ' ' . »
\ I _. _ . .-

This impliesYthe existence of a real " This implies the existence of
market for consumer goods(Ce.qui some mechanism whereby consumer
implique l‘existence d‘un marche reel ' demand can genuinely nexe itself
pour les biens de consommation) felt(p.35). I w _7

Money,prices,wages and value ‘money‘,‘wages‘,value(heading,p.36).
. __ _. .
l I

In fact Cardan envisaged a market economy in which everybody would be paid in
circulating money an equal wage with which to buy goods which would be on sale at
a price equal to their value(=amount of socially necessary labour-embodied in them).
And he has the cheek to claim that Marx also held that under socialism goods would
exchange at their values. Before going on to refute this we must draw attention" "
tO tWO other phlafiuu Ih@Q% Occur TQc%acmt1J in the Qr?g1WQiifi@WQ1Y"5U“VfiTfiQmQnt‘

and ‘parti ouvrier socialiste'(socialist workers party),which are nowhere to be
found in Solidarity‘s version. ‘Government’ becomes "Council(of the Central
Assembly of Workers Counclls)“while ‘socialist workers party‘ becomes _
"libertarian socialist organisation“! V  

4.

But --and this brings us on to a discussion of whether or not Marx thought socialism
would be a market econemy+~ the best change is towards the end. The original
article says(of ‘socialism‘ as a transitional society between capitalism and
cJmmunism):‘

'"In their essence these views absolutely coincide with the ideas of
‘Marx and Lenin'on the subject. Marx only considered one kind of
transitional society between capitalism and communism,which he called
indifferently"dictatorship of the proletariat‘ or ‘lower stage of
communism‘...Lenin‘s view,in State and Revolution,wereoonly,in this
regard,an explanation and: a defence of Marx's view against the
reformists*ofhis~time“(translated from the French). S

In the Solidarity pamphlet this becomes: j >% ,j. W
 "In their essence these views closely co-incide with Marx's ideas

' on the subject, Marx only considered one kind of transitional
Society between capitalism anc communism,which he called
tindiffeiently ‘dictatorship of the proletariat"or ‘lower stage

t of communism‘..i"(pe57). Y p V
No mention of Leninl which is unfair to Marx since it is with Leninis views on
this point and not with Marx's that Solidarity‘s position coincides(‘absolutely‘
or 'closely‘.take yourlpicki). we V _ - "

For Marx never spoke of socialism as a ‘transitional society‘ between capitalism
and communism(indeed he never spoke'of_a ‘transitional society‘ at all);and he dnd
not use the phrases ‘dictatorship of theiproletariat‘ and ‘lower stage of »
communism‘ indifferently. What he did do was to speak of. a ‘political transition

"“n'eri@d' w be Ween Capt-ieli-EH1 e;ie1_o‘_:§11@-o_l@wer.osiege 9f9.9.‘1“T‘.‘1n§§‘1li.?i“ was the‘ “°I‘<‘S
‘socialism’ and ‘communism’ that he used indifferently. ‘Socialism‘ as_a
transitional society between capitalism and communism(or socialism) characterised
by ‘workers power‘ and equal wages,which Solidarity has inherited from its

, . " _ ' ~ 1 I u - \/‘ I _ _ 1

trotskyist past,was one of Lenin's distortions Of Uarxism. o w ~ S

Marx himself always made it clear that socialism/communism,even in its lower stage, -
meant the abolition of the market(tcommodity production‘) and,in the Poverty of
.Philosophy and Value$Price and Profit he specifically singled out the idea of a
society of ‘equal wages‘ for derisione_For him socialism/communism was a society
in which production would be democratically planned by the community(the State as
a coercive instrument having disappeared immediately socialism/communism was

_ - _- . - A 4_7A‘ - _ .--‘._- ;.._...l_-on .
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established)solely and directly to satisfy their needs. Writing in 1875 Marx had tol ‘
concede that¢in.the early stages,consumption would have to be rationed(he suggested _
this be done by means of labour—time vouchers,but specifically said that these '
would no more be money than a theatre ticket was),but eventually all goods and
services would be free for everybody to take according to need. Today,nearly a
hundred years later,this stage could be reached very rapidly once socialism/
communism had been established. 9  : : i ; is .'f
Solidarity,in advocating a self-managed market economy,is not advocating socialism
at all,but some unrealistic blueprint which would never work --either because if the
working class had reached the degree of consciousness needed to establish it then
they would establish real socialism instead opjif they hadn‘t,then it would degenerate
into some kind of state capitalism. However,it is significant that,as we have shown,
Solidarity should feel guilty about advocating a self-managed market economy rather
than a moneyless socialist society. In time maybe they'll have the intellectual
honesty to repudiate their previous views on this,as they have done on the concept
of a ‘workers council government‘. it

Some members and ex-members of Solidarity have already come to do this and,faced‘
with the domatismtor rather Cardan-worship) of the others on this and other
issues,have left. For instance,a document issued by four ex-Solidarity members in, 1
Aberdeen entitled Revolutionary Politics and The Present Situation refers to S
workers‘ self-management of production as involving "the abolition of the -
production of exchange values and the production of use values"(instead). Another
breakaway group The Oppositionist,in its October 1972 issue,calls for the
‘abolition of the wages system‘: ’ '  A  »e ~

- 0

"The Socialist Revolution is a complex and many sided struggle to
‘,eliminate;the wages system itself. We do not advocate workers control yo

of production whilst striving to retain the market economy of
v capitalist.production. Without the destruction of the ‘market‘ the

ramifications of capitalism would grow stronger not weaker..."
Workers cannot control production and retain-the wages system"
(their emphasis)‘  A 1| Iw  ‘

Another document,issued in London,entitled a Critigue of Cardan calls for the
abolition of commodity production and wage labour and describes socialism as "a
system where men can have full control over social wealth in common,for use,and sop
control their own natures" and says Wit is also about a completely different kind
of production;for the sake of useful consumption of the society as a whole,not" A
for the creation of commodities".    9 9 :'

Unlike Solidarity these groups are coming to adopt real socialism as their aim,
though in fact it was Solidarity‘s rejection of Marxism rather than its ‘market
socialism‘ that caused them to split off.   t ._ H 
Solidarity has published a number of texts by Cardan critical of Marxian economics,
theory of history,etc and would now no longer claim to be Marxist. Actually these
weren't criticisms of Marxism but rather of the crude economic determinism that
passed'for Marxism in the Trotskyist and ex-trotskyist movement. As such they were
Cardan s repudiation of his own past.

At the same time Solidarity tended to move away from the view that the struggle for
‘socialism‘ was primarily industrial and came to see it as a many-sided struggle to
change all aspects --education,sex as well as work-- of social life. Apart from the
fact that their aim wasn't socialism,this represented an advance on their former
views which had tended to idealise the factory worker and to see the experience of
factory life as the generator of ‘socialist’ consciousness. This was mistaken
because socialism is pop just an economic change;it is a total revolution in
social relationships. So that movements outside the factory(such as protests
against sex discrimination,war or pollution) have just as much chance,with
socialist intervention,of generating socialist consciousness as the factory struggle.

Unfortunately,Solidarity's internal critics have not realised this and,regarding this
change of emphasis as part of Solidarity‘s rejection of Marxism,have reverted to
idealising the factory struggle and relegating the other struggles to a secondary
status. In fact the Liverpool-based Workers Voice(though in fact not a Solidarity
breakaway),with its detailed descriptions of particular factory struggles,reads
like Solidarity did ten years ago --including talk of the need for a workers party
and for workers to have their own state power. The Aberdeen group's document quoted
earlier states that in its view the main area of struggle remains the factory,with
the implication that it is from this struggle rather than that of "movements outside
the factory"(such as those against pollution or for sexual liberation) that
socialist consciousness will arise. The supporters of the American journal
Internationalism in this country take a similar view.

\
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Internationalism also reverts to economic determinism in making the rise of
socialist consciousness depend on an economic crisis,though they are reasonablyaclear
oncwhat:socialism/communism is(even though they do unnecessarily distinguish the two):

it "While under capitalism use values are only the material form of

‘i

i exchange values,and commodities are produced for sale,under socialism -
 production cannot be limited by the requirements of profit,of capital

, accumulationybut must be determined by the needs of the human
community. The consumption of the working class cannot be limited by
its wages or the value of its labor power,but will be determined by
its needs and the technical capacity of the productive apparatus which
it sets in motion. The elimination of wage labor,of production based
on the law of value,is not a task for some future or higher stage of
socialism,but the immediate task and content of the proletarian‘
dictatorship. It is only on this foundation that the movement towards
that higher stage of communism of which Marx speaks,the stage
characterized by the formulation ‘to each according to his needs‘ canibegin".
( ' ' ' ,Political Perspective,pp 9-10) CInternationalism . I-0

But all these groups still have a hazy conception of who the working class are,
tending to confine it,or at least to make the most important part of it,the
industrial proletariat,whereas in fact it is composed of all who depend for a
living on selling their ability to work,irrespective of where they work or what work

The basic contradiction of capitalism is that between socialised production and class
monopoly of the means of production,which manifests itself as working class
discfntent with its general conditions of life,not just its work experiences,under
capitalism. A failure to recognise this is the one great weakness of these
ex-Solidarity groups. If they did,they would also realise that socialism is not just "
concerned with emancipating workers as workers(i.e.wealth-producers) but as human
beings(i.e. as men and women). It would also give them a clearer conception of _
socialist society. Socialism aims not to establish "workers power" but the abolition
of all classes including the working class. It is thus misleading to speak of '
socialism as workers ownership and control of production. In socialist society there
would simply be people,free and equal men and women forming a classless community.So
it would be more accurate to define socialism/communism in terms of the common
ownership and democratic control of the means of production by and in the interest
of the whole people.-

Nevertheless,the emergence of these groups calling for the abolition of wage labour
and of commodity production once again confirms that capitalism continually throws
up socialist ideas. j t

Adam Buick

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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The Dialetic of Sex. Shulamith 9

Ti s it .=;_ _ Paladin paperback (i)L ...I'8..»1ZC.1'1€-3 _ L __

l) ihis book, against the background of a deluge cf writings on and
by womens‘ liberation, stands out as no mcdest achievement for radical
feminism.) ,. Shulamith Firestone has raised radical feminist theory
(and methology) to a level requiring an answer by harixsm, and by doing
so has facilitated a mutually beneficial dialogue with the socialist g
movement.-- ' I " " 1 i»  i w.-

- - . . _ : - .

.' ‘f ‘ ' _ .

Marxism has not to date provided an adequate_thecry of the family
and the specificity of womans oppressicni 9 To Marx and ]bngels_women
were largely symbolic and today, despite the widespread activities of womens
liberation, socialists (male and female), have failed to grasp the
"wo:en ouestion"L‘ “Theinarrcw economism reflected in so many left
prcerammes for women —'as>wcrkers 4 detracts from the importance of homeL: _ - *- _ -
and family to women e as wives and motoers. i‘“2ecent developments on
the theory of.women as producer of healthy, intelligent and obedient
workers, whilst being of some significance, still bypass the
psychological aspects of womens oppression. Nctunrelated is the
recurring underplay of the ideological importance of the family to .
capitalism Although not aimed directly at the inadequaces cf Marxist
discussion of women "The Dialectic of Sex" does reveal the above,
and°therinadequacies; more than that it makes positive contributions to
a debate which should have healthy repercussions upon the socialist '
movement and to its theory and practice concerning womens liberation.

' . ' . .

2. When she writes that it is a mistake E..freezing what were only
incidental insights of Yarx and Bfingels about sex class (sia) into
dogma". Firestone refers to an actual mistake. But in continuing she
herself makes an eoually grave error "instead", she writes "we must
enlarge historical materialism to include the strictly harxian" and "..
develop a materialist view of history based on sex itself". in
this model — developed by the application cf nor "synthetic method,
integrating Larxism (the harxism of Engels, "Crggins...") wiyh
freudianism — "sex class" becomes the dynamic of human history and the
infrastructure occupies the ill-defined culture (male) level of society.
The text and accompanying diagramatic representation of the model do
nothing to explain how a fundamentally unchanging givision of society
(sex class) can account for historical development and epochs.

Advances are, however, made upon.Kahe Yi1let's simplistic view of history
as a sea of rampant male chauvinism, and her misunderstancing
of Ebngels to read that the oppression of women antecedes private property
as by no means so rigidly employed. (Cppression is social and not male)
Firestone does also avoid Ekeer‘s romantic illusion that woman is closer
to nature - the Noble Savaget - and is, therefore, destined to be the
savicus of human kind. Greer's total loss of faith in.mcdern civilization
and the attendant anti-technology is opposed by the view that far from
acting as a fetter upon revolution, the present level of technology
provides an objective precondition of social revolution (including its
sexual facets) and the building of a world of material and spiritual
abundance. The understanding of this (all be it one expressed in
terms of the primacy of sexual liberation). is one of the true merits
of"the Dialectic of Sex". But her ideas still in their essentials,

Jéipresent a feminist conception of history, where the socialist revolution
reduced to a mere part (moment) of a sexual revolution. And

in following Simone do Beauvcir‘s (to whom the book is dedsdated)
materiel origins thesis of women's oppression - i.e. the first division
of labour (into sex classes) and role allocation as nature's oppression due
to women's physical inferiority - she is perhaps intrcding upon the
grounds of the vulgar materialists. Bougpons and "harxists" alike.

in her refusal to reject Freud as a sexist (which of course he was),
Shularith shows herself again tr be in advance of mainstream feminism.

extracting the revolutionary kennel. of Ffiibfi and developing; it (ii),
we can begin to understand phenomena at both an individual and a social
level, that up until now have eluded us. Vhether our author, with her own
theory of the Cedipus complex and racism as a psychological extension of
sexisnt e.g. does this is a cuite different matter. it is, I think her concern
to stress the Qualitative aspects of revolution, or in Larcuse‘s works the
"definite" negation" of capitalism, which allows her to take Ffdflfil seriously.
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Vith the knowledge that the revolution in the infrastructure of
society does not ipso factc reyoluticnise the superstructures ~ in I
our present context; ther efis no mechanical certainly of emotional
internal enanicipation + the need arises to emphasize the mu1ti~
.dimensional*nature of the socialist revolution.
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For Schularitn Firestone the new society means disalienation, unrepressed
polymorphous perversity, the disappearance of adult/child, work/play
anmincmies, etc, including the private/public distinction.

Ancngst=ctner things this means that the intetgration of our personal
and public "politics" begins here and now. "host revolutionary
moyenents are unable to practice amongst themselves what they preach..
The woman's movement, in its short history, has a somewhat better
record than.most in this area". inc point can be read as Snulamith
present feminism as an example to socialists. flevolutionary praxis
includes "body politic" as a logical elaboration of "Marx's
principal of selfeemancipation. "Cne learns to revolutionize society ,
even as one revolutionizes onselfg one learns to revolutionise onself by
trying to revolutionise society". (Hal uraper). This"involvesp
challenging in every pore of society, theoretically and practically,
the internalised bourgeois ideology and (culture). "The Dialatic of
Sex" adds weight to such a challenge and helps lay the foundation
stcnds for a socialist culture. By laying these stones, women Children
and men live cut a transition from fettered, hierarcnac and competitive '
interaction to free, equal and co-operative human encounter.

" -I

(i) Eor an excéllent review covering a far wider,scope and taking
up more issues raised by Bchularitn Firestone, than has nere
been attempted see "From Tribal Kitchen Sink to Bishwasner"  

p by Licneline Wander in "Ted Vag" No.3. See also Juliet Mitchell
" "Ycnens Sstate" Penguin pp S7»§6 i i "pp  »

(ii) Qhe first three essays in Karcuse's "Fire Lectures" (Allen Lane
Ens Penguin Press} provide a useful introduction to one such
attennt. Also "Eros anfi Civilisation" (sphere paperback)
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